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October 31, 2003 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

F R I D AY

OVC championship
hangs in the balance

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 49
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Panthers face Tennessee State Saturday for final
shot at playoffs.
Page 12
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Halloween: Nothing to fear Senate defies
By Amee Bohrer
F E AT U R E S E D I T O R

Traditionally, Oct. 31 conjures memories of children in costumes skipping
from house to house for candy, bobbing
for apples and haunted house escapades,
but not for everyone.
For others, thoughts of Halloween
center around something darker – raw
eggs splattered against vinyl siding, toilet paper clinging to tree branches and
Jack-o-lanters shattered in the streets.
Acts of vandalism such as these closely associated with the holiday cause an
extra dose of fear in some people who
might think the holiday is more dangerous than the average night.
This is the case for freshman English
major Brian Windle’s hometown of
South Chicago, where scenarios like

those above are a regular staple of the
holiday.
“People know there’s going to be
some kind of trouble, but nobody
stays in or anything,” Windle said.
As for Charleston, University
Police Department officer Art
Mitchell affirms such incidents of
vandalism are not a problem on campus.
“In the past, we never have had any
particular problem; not at Eastern,”
Mitchell said.
He said the only difference between
Halloween and a regular night is people
dress up in costumes when going to the
bars rather than wearing normal clothing.
Mitchell doesn’t feel wearing costumes or masks concealing someone’s
identity poses any additional safety risk
to students when celebrating the holi-

day.
Psychology department professor
Russell Gruber said venturing out
on Halloween may actually be
safer than most nights of the
year due to the heightened
social nature of the holiday.
“People tend to be in big groups,
and it may be safer because so many
people are out and the streets are busy,”
Gruber said.
Some schools have closed and sent
students home during Halloween weekend in the past because violence such as
setting fires and riots became a holiday
tradition, Gruber said. However, he said
such incidents have never been a problem at Eastern in his experience.
Bonnie Buckley, executive coordinaSEE HALLOWEEN
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Choose your (yummy) poison
By Brittany Robson
S TA F F

WRITER

The Daily Eastern News found out
what college students really like
about Halloween: candy! Many
Eastern students have a sweet tooth
for chocolate.
Thursday afternoon, The News surveyed over 100 students and asked
what their top five favorite Halloween
candy was. The top answers varied
from Snickers to Twix.
“I would hand out Snickers because
it’s the best candy in the whole wide
world,” said freshman Marquette
Mcclinton an elementary education
major, when asked what candy she
would give out for Halloween.
Senior sociology major Rachel Bain
would give Skittles out to little kids
because she would eat the leftovers.
“I would give suckers out because
they (trick or treaters) love suckers,”
Jenn Bedoarczyk, sophomore marketing major said.
Sophomore elementary education
major Dana Harbert would hand out
Reese’s because it is her favorite, and
her boyfriend Dan Watts, a sophomore computer information systems
major, would hand out Snickers
because kids like them.
Above are the results of our poll of
125 Eastern students.

No. 1 - Snickers, 427 points

No. 2 - Twix, 410 points

No.3 - Reese’s, 404 points

No. 4 - KitKat, 214 points

No. 5 - Peanut M&M’s 211 points

Many people do not know where the
origin of Halloween came from.
According to the History Channel,
“trick or treating probably dates back
to the early All Souls’ Day parades in
England. During the festivities, poor
citizens would beg for food and families would give them pastries called

‘soul cakes’ in return for their promise to pray for the family’s dead relatives.
“The distribution of soul cakes was
encouraged by the church as a way to
replace the ancient practice of leaving
food and wine for roaming spirits. The
S E E CA N DY
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Children to parade on
Charleston’s Square
By Nicole Nicolas
S TA F F W R I T E R

Local boys and ghouls will see who
has all the right tricks for getting treats
during the Kiwanis Halloween parade
and costume contest Friday.
Costumed children will parade
around the Square for this 47th annual
event.
“Charleston’s fire truck will lead the
parade around the Square for two laps,”
Kiwanis spokesman Bill Moore said.
The parade will give the judges the
opportunity to decide which costumes
are the best ones in the contest, and give
a chance for parents to take pictures of
their children in costumes.
The judging will be done by Eastern’s
Circle K community service group and
Kiwanis College Club. This event is
mainly for children ranging from two to
12-years-old, Moore said.
There are usually seven divisions of
age groups in the costume contest. The
age groups are two and three-year-olds,

four and five-year-olds, six and seven
year-olds and so on.
Moore said it all depends on the ages
of kids who show up for the contest. The
top three from each age group will
receive $5. The grand prize will be a $50
savings bond.
“Everyone will get their first bag of
candy for the night,” Moore said.
Moore is expecting around 150 to 200
children to participate in the costume
contest, about the same amount that
participated in the contest last year.
The event usually takes place the
weekend before Halloween but was
postponed this year because of
Eastern’s Homecoming.
Moore said they didn’t have it last
Saturday because they didn’t have the
police to block off the streets because
police were busy with Eastern’s
Homecoming events.
The parade is scheduled to begin D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S
between 3-3:30 p.m. Friday and will be Children parade through the square in
followed by trick-or-treating hours downtown Charleston in their costumes
last year during the Halloween Parade.
from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m.

the open
meetings act
Student Senate kicks out reporters
to yell at members, violating act

◆

By Kevin Sampier
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Senate violated the Illinois Open
Meetings Act Wednesday by asking reporters to
leave and then continuing discussion with a quorum.
Student Executive Vice President Bill
Davidson asked members of the Daily Eastern
News to leave after adjournment so he could
reprimand senate members for their behavior
during the meeting.
The Illinois Open Meetings Act requires a
public body to take a vote before going into
executive session and says the body must
explain what will be discussed during the session. The act also says no action can be taken
during executive session.
These requirements were not met, and scolding members of the body is not a legitimate reason for executive session even if a vote had
been taken, said James Tidwell, journalism professor, media
law
expert “If I wanted the newsand certified
paper to know, I
attorney.
Even if it
wouldn’t have asked
wasn’t
an
executive ses- you to leave.”
sion because
it
wasn’t - Mike Walsh
entered into
by a vote, the meeting after the adjournment of
the senate meeting was illegal, Tidwell said.
“It’s important for them to follow the law, follow the rules, and obviously they didn’t,” he
said.
Student Senate Speaker Mike Walsh said “if I
wanted the newspaper to know, I wouldn’t have
asked you to leave,” in response to what took
place in the meeting.
Walsh then said inappropriate note passing
and the general conduct of senate members was
discussed.
Walsh said this was not the first time the senate has asked members of the press to leave
senate meetings so a private discussion could
take place. The press did leave Wednesday.
“What we did was not new,” Walsh said. “It’s
happened since I’ve been on senate and since
senate was formed.
“Senate’s done that before, I just went on
precedent,” Walsh said.
Davidson said he asked the reporters to leave
because “I believed it was inappropriate for outsiders of Student Government to be in the meeting to hear myself rant and rave about Student
Government’s inappropriate behavior.”
Both Walsh and Davidson said the “inappropriate behavior” stemmed from notes being
passed between senate members.
After Nancy Zegler, chair of the senate
Diversity Affairs Committee, received an offensive note from an anonymous senate member,
she spoke out about the note.
Zegler was then reprimanded by Walsh for
discussing the note during her chair report.
“The note stated, ‘why do you have to be so
annoying and remove things from the agenda?”
Zegler said.
Zegler said she didn’t disagree with Walsh for
questioning her action on the note.
“I was out of line for mentioning it because it
did not relate to my committee and the report I
had to give,” Zegler said.
During the illegal meeting the senate also discussed getting along and working together as a
team, Walsh said.
“There doesn’t need to be talking behind people’s backs, eye rolling at the meeting or talking
across the table during the meeting,” Walsh
said.
Davidson said, “I was more concerned with
addressing certain member’s behavior. It was
time to call them out on their indecent behavior.” Davidson said “there’s people that are on
senate that shouldn’t be on senate.”
Walsh said note passing will no longer be
allowed during Student Senate meetings.
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Pemberton’s
‘haunted attic’
no longer open
By Brian O’Malley
STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

The fourth floor of Pemberton
Hall is said to be haunted and formerly hosted haunted Halloween
tours, but Eastern’s director of
Housing and Dining, Mark
Hudson, said it’s now only used
as a paint shop for building service workers.
Lori Vozari, associate resident
director at Pemberton Hall, said
there have been small tours held
on the fourth floor for the last
two years.
Tours for this year have been
canceled due to loose floor
boards that will be replaced and
because the floor is being used as
work space, Vozari said.
Hudson said Pemberton Hall
was built in 1908, and the fourth
floor has been vacant for about 75
years. There has been a rumor the
fourth floor is haunted, he said.
“There is a myth that floats
around out there,” Hudson said.
As a result of the rumor, the
fourth floor has been used as a
haunted house for Halloween in
the past, Hudson said.
“Years and years ago, it was
used as some sort of haunted
house,” Hudson said.
The reason the fourth floor has
been vacant for so long is

POLICE

because it wasn’t originally built
to be a floor for residents,
Hudson said.
“It’s an attic. It’s not really a
place for public use,” Hudson
said.
When the floor was used as a
haunted house, there were problems on the floor such as cracking plaster and other problems
that put visitors in danger, which
is why the haunted house was
stopped, Hudson said.
Pemberton is a very old building and is expected to have structural problems, Hudson said.
Currently, the floor is used for
storage and a work space for
removing lead paint existing in
the attic and replacing the windows in Pemberton. Hudson said
the area will not put any resident
in danger and never has.
“(The floor) won’t cause danger to anyone,” Hudson said.
“It’s certainly not student
usable.”
Last year, Pemberton Hall held
a haunted house in the dining
center, Hudson said.
Vozari said Pemberton has
been included on lists ranking all
haunted buildings in Illinois.
“Pemberton is listed as one of
the most haunted places in
Illinois,” Vozari said. “We’re
famous for it.”

BLOTTER

Malicious injury
Brian M. Harrison, 21, was
charged Saturday with malicious
injury to property at the 800
block of Seventh St., according to
police reports.

Purchase/acceptance

of

alcohol by a minor
Michael A. Newhart, 19, was
charged Sunday with purchase
and acceptance of alcohol by a
minor at Fourth Street and Grant
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Tea time
Dagni Bredesen, English professor, talks to students and faculty about the study abroad program she lead to
Cape Town, South Africa, Thursday afternoon in the Charleston/ Mattoon Room in the University Union.

Technology Committee
wants students’ opinions

Avenue, according to police
reports.

By Holly Henschen

Jeremy W. Ealy, 20; Margaret
E. Hawkins, 20 and Justin M.
Honn, 20, were charged with purchase and acceptance of alcohol
by a minor Oct. 17 on Madison
Avenue. Also charged were residents Seth D. A. Doty, 20, who
was charged with sale or gift of
alcohol to a minor and Lacie L.
Taylor, 20, who was charged with
sale or gift of alcohol to a minor
and purchase and acceptance of
alcohol by a minor, according to
police reports.

The Comprehensive Technology
Planning Committee wants campus computer users to complete a
survey to determine effective uses
of the student technology fee.
“The $6 million collected from
the fee allows us to have the most
modern network infrastructure,”
said Alan Baharlou, technology co
mmittee member and geology/geography department chair.
The student technology fee is
$89.60 per semester.
The survey was a centralized eff
ort made available “to reach out to
the campus community and see wh
at they want,” said Student Body
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President Caleb Judy.
Baharlou said the survey asks st
udents what they would like in
each computer on campus – from
accessibility, to certain programs catering to various majors,
to different passwords for e-mail
accounts.
The poll asking participants to
rate their feelings toward the question from one, not important, to
four, very important, includes such
issues as:
◆ Provide faculty the option to
conduct course evaluations online.
◆ Provide trouble-shooting
assistance over the network to help
users with their hardware and software solutions.
“Students should have access to

the rest of the world without any
constraint,” Baharlou said.
The survey has been available
online since Oct. 13.
The deadline to fill out the survey is today. The committee will
use the data collected from the survey to write a resolution it will
present to Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic
affairs. Lord will then add the resolution to the proposal to the presidential council, Baharlou said.
“Any program is as effective as
the constituency it serves,” he said.
The technology committee was
formed to reach out to the campus community and plan ahead for
technology in a five-year period,
Judy said.

Film club, University Board
scare up Halloween hijinks
Don’t you love it when
Halloween falls on a Friday? So do
I – however, it does create some
problems. Most of these can be
avoided if you remember this one
thing: just because you’re wearing
a ninja costume doesn’t mean
you’ll be able to vanish from the
authorities.

Activities for Friday
◆ “Donnie Darko:” It’s at 6 p.m. in
the Coleman Hall Auditorium. I’ve
never seen this movie, but it’s supposedly about a delusional teenager
who has visions of a monstrous rabbit. The rabbit, with his evil, I’mgonna-eat-that-carrot-no-matterwhat-I-do type of manipulative
behavior, tries to control poor
Donnie. Gosh, I hope he doesn’t hop
all over the kid in the end. Anyway,
the movie is being shown by the
Film Club and you should wear a

WHAT’S
HAPPENIN’
Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

costume to the event. Whoever has
the best costume will get to choose
between two prizes: a gift certificate to Family Video or the ever-elusive “mystery prize.” Free snacks
will also be provided at the event.
◆ Tarble Arts Center colored
pencil workshop: This is scheduled
for Nov. 8 at the Art Park West
Facility, but you have to register by
Friday. Two workshops are available: “Drawing Rustic Wood and
Metal with Colored Pencil” and
“Combine Oil Pastels with Colored
Pencil.” The cost of the workshop
is $45 for non-Tarble members and
$40 for members. So if you have
the cash and can color between the
lines, call 581-2787 to make your
reservations.

Activities for Saturday
◆ Mick Foley: It’s at 8 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Yes, you heard me right, the
event’s location has been changed
from the McAfee Gymnasium to
the Grand Ballroom because of
venue cost issues. Just thought I’d
let you all know so you didn’t miss
“Dude Love” or “Mankind,” or ...
well whatever, now you know.

Activities for Sunday
◆ Somebody broke wind–ensemble that is: The Wind Ensemble
Concert originally scheduled for
Sunday has been rescheduled for
Wednesday, Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
McAfee. For more info on concerts, call the music department at
581-2113.
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Two informally charged in off-campus shooting incident
By Carly Mullady
CITY EDITOR

The University Police Department is continuing efforts to
connect suspects arrested by Charleston police for an offcampus shooting to reports of another shooting, on-campus,
the same night.
Chicago resident Marc D. Griffin, 21, and undeclared
sophomore Crystal P. Lovemore, 19, 1151 Johnson Ave., were
arrested Oct. 24 and are informally charged with aggravated discharge of a firearm, which by state statutes occurs
when, “a person ... knowingly or intentionally discharges a
firearm at or into a building he knows is occupied and the
firearm is discharged from a place or position outside that
building.”
Coles County State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson said conviction of those charges, a Class 1 Felony, could entitle a sentence of anything from probation to imprisonment.
They could receive additional charges if related to a campus incident that reportedly followed an altercation in Lantz
Arena.

A junior English major, who wanted to remain anonymous,
witnessed the fight at the First Annual Johnetta Jones
Memorial Homecoming Step Show in Lantz Arena. The witness said Griffin and Lovemore had a conflict with a resident
of a home in the 1500 block of 12th Street during the show.
The verbal conflict then turned physical, the witness said.
“They started fighting, friends jumped in and then the girl
and her boyfriend (Lovemore and Griffin) ran out.”
“The other people tried to follow them, but the people at
the door wouldn’t let them leave right away.”
Around 10:13 p.m. Friday, the UPD received reports of
shots fired in the E-lot near Lantz. Officers found a vehicle
with a window shot out in the parking lot, according to the
police report, but were unable to apprehend the shooter.
The Charleston Police Department received a shots-fired
report a little over an hour later from 1514 12th Street.
Police affidavits said six people were present at the residence the time of the shooting.
Amral L. Johnson, junior sociology major and an Eastern
football cornerback, Benjamin P. Lorne, sociology major, and
William G. Bumphus, psychology major and former Eastern

football wide receiver, who reside at the home were present.
Also at the home were Kyle E. Hill, former Eastern basketball guard from Bollingbrook; Jeff Clemins of Hickory
Hills; and undeclared freshman Scott D. Bennett, a current
member of Eastern’s football team.
Charleston Police officers arrested Love and Griffin near
Domino’s Pizza on Lincoln Avenue and Seventh Street shortly after they began investigating the 12th Street shooting.
According to the affidavits, police then brought those
present at the 12th Street home to identify the suspects.
The affidavit also holds a written statement by Lorne,
claiming a relationship between Lovemore and Johnson may
have led to the incident.
Residents of the victims’ home, 1514 12th Street, declined
comment.
Lovemore and Griffin posted bail and are scheduled to
appear in court Monday.

City Editor Carly Mullady
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
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Support for Bush
not all positive
◆ Eastern students opinions
don’t reflect a nationwide
survey
By Jeff Stauber
CAMPUS REPORTER

Eastern students are divided over
their opinions of the performance of
President George W. Bush since taking
office.
A nationwide survey conducted by
Harvard University in early October
said 61 percent of American college students are supportive of President Bush,
but students on Eastern’s campus
appear to be somewhat less supportive .
The President’s decision to invade
Iraq and his handling of the stagnant
U.S. economy seem to be the two main
issues Eastern students consider in analyzing the performance of the
Commander-in-Chief.
Some students have lost all confidence
in the president’s abilities because of his
foreign policy and the circumstances
surrounding the war in Iraq.
“I think he’s an idiot and I hate that
damn cowboy attitude he has,” said
George Lesica, a junior political science
major. “It’s everything the world hates
about America.”
“He’s gotten us into a war we don’t
know how to get out of, just like
(President) Johnson did in Vietnam,”
Lesica said. “It’s true the world is a better place without Saddam Hussein, but I
don’t think we’re doing any better there
(Iraq). There’s more violence in Iraq
now than when Saddam was in power.”
The fact no weapons of mass destruction have been found in Iraq at this point
also has driven some students to disapprove of President Bush.
“It seems that we went to war in Iraq
for no particular reason because they
haven’t anything the president said we
went there for,” said Sarah Fischer, a
sophomore pre-nursing major. “I want

him to show us proof that we’ve found
what we were looking for and that we
killed people for a reason. As far as I can
see, American soldiers are killing and
being killed for no reason.”
Other students remain steadfast in their
support of the president’s decision to
invade Iraq.
“I’m not going to say that we shouldn’t
be in the war in Iraq,” said Melodie
Heberer, a freshman elementary education major. “Everyone at Eastern gets all
worked up about his decision to go to war,
but he’s our president and we elected him,
so I trust him to make the right decisions.
I’m with him.”
Brian Schumacher, a
junior business major,
said he understands the
president’s decision to
go to war in Iraq.
“He was put in a bad
situation after Sept. 11
and had to make some
tough choices,” said
Schumacher. “Anybody
in a position like that is
George Bush
going to be criticized, no
matter what decisions they make. I think
he’s done an all right job so far.”
Some students also are dispirited with
the way the president has dealt with the
hurting economy here.
“It seems like as soon as Bush got into
office, the economy starting going
down,” said Fisher. “All of the sudden
we’re in a recession and he keeps telling
us, ‘We’re going to come back from it,’
but I’m still waiting.”
“The tax cuts Bush put forth weren’t
needed to stimulate the economy,”
Lesica said.
Others, however, believe the President
can’t be held responsible for the economy woes.
“The terrorist attacks on 9/11 hurt our
economy badly,” said Schumacher. “The
bad economy is not his fault, he just happened to be president when the attacks
happened.”

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y C O L I N M C A U L I F F E

40-Love
Philip Baker, a sophomore business management major, serves to Dan Tracy, a senior
finance major, Thursday evening outside of Thomas Hall. Baker said the gusty winds
added a new element to their game.

CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN @
ON FRIDAY...
Giveaways ALL night
Grand Prize: Red Bull Cooler full
of Red Bull
$3.00 Jaeger Bombs
$2.50 Miller Lite Bottles
ON SATURDAY...
Ketel One Specials
Fill up your tank on premium
for less
$5.00

at
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OPINION

Mustering a little TLC for O.A.R.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor

jfeasternnews@hotmail.com

EDITORIAL

Senate’s
message
too weak

Tim Martin
Administration
editor and
monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Martin also is a
sophomore journalism major
He can be reached at
noles_acc@yahoo.com

The members of Faculty Senate took a step in
the right direction Tuesday, but it took them down
a crooked path.
The faculty advisory committee passed a

Enter College Kid No. 1 wearing a Blink 182 tee shirt. His hair
is dyed an “Eminem” shade of
blonde. College Kid No. 2 trails
not too far behind. He always
threatens to transfer from
Eastern.
Kid No. 1: There’s nothing to do
in Charleston.
Kid No. 2: Wait. Isn’t there an
O.A.R. concert this weekend?
Yeah, but they suck. O.A.R,
umm, you mean L.A.M.E.? I
thought O.A.R. was something you
paddle a boat with.
Yeah, dude, that’s true. I mean,
U of I totally is rocking John
Mayer and Mizzou has Jason
Mraz. And all we can muster up is
O.A.R.? I wish I had an oar to beat
those guys up.
(Laughs from all)
I heard we could have had
Ludacris or ENTER BANDS
HERE. I’m paying $5 for a concert fee, and I want quality.
What’s next? The Vanilla Ice
return tour? Wait, could it be Sir
Mix-A-Lot?
Or, Dave Matthews Band?
Ouch. Bad example.
Let’s complain. Until I get some
Snoop Dogg up in this mug, I
won’t be content.
I agree.
(Exit College Kid No. 1 and No.
2).
We’ve all probably heard this
conversation in some capacity.

“No musician would
appeal to the entire
campus. For every fan of
the Dave Matthews
Band, there’s a fan that
doesn’t like him or his
band. That’s obvious. So,
in some ways, the UB is
in a lose-lose situation.”
O.A.R. isn’t the most fashionable
band that appeals to the massive
MTV crowd, but I think the
University Board made a good
decision.
That said, I won’t be attending.
And that should be OK.
No musician would appeal to
the entire campus. For every fan
of the Dave Matthews Band,
there’s a fan that doesn’t like him
or his band. That’s obvious. So, in
some ways, the UB is in a loselose situation.
As popular as Dave Chappelle’s
show was last spring, there still
were critics on whether he should
have been chosen.
“You’re not going to be able to
make everyone happy with one

show,” the UB Concerts
Coordinator Joe Atamian said.
“Our goal is to make as many students happy as possible.”
That’s why they let the students
dictate who is chosen. From the
studies the UB conducted, O.A.R.
was one of the most popular
bands on the survey. Atamian said
two or three surveys were conducted and O.A.R. was in the top
three each time.
A list of five finalists was taken
from the surveys. Atamian said
O.A.R. was tops on that list, but he
would not reveal the remaining
four because they might be
booked for next semester.
If 2,000 die-hard fans show up
Sunday with a few hundred seats
left, as opposed to a packed house
with fans of lukewarm interest,
I’d take the first choice.
Atamian said the UB only had
two or three weekend dates to
work with because of sporting
events and other activities.
“Still, all things equal, finding
any band to come to Lantz
Arena isn’t an easy task,”
Atamian said. “I think the fact
that the money and the route of
their tour, the hardest thing is
getting acts to Charleston,
Illinois, for a show. We don’t
have a venue set up for music ...
some acts don’t feel it would be
beneficial to come play a show
in the middle of Illinois.”

approval of the board’s decision to end the search
early for a new university president.
The hope was the search process would allow
for shared governance or give all facets of campus a chance to offer
input. The opportunity

At issue

was terminated by the

The Faculty Senate’s
decision to forego a
vote of no
confidence
Our stance
The senate should
have stuck to a vote
of confidence, or
passed a motion
more senate members could agree on.

board’s action.
Earlier this month, the
senate discussed passing
a vote of confidence
against the BOT.
Instead, the senate
voted 8 to 4 Tuesday to
tell the board they were
upset with its actions.

Cartoon by Natalie Matten

motion to the Board of Trustees conveying its dis-

The senate viewed the
first resolution as “too combative,” but the second
motion didn’t change the “essence” of the wording, said senate Chair David Carpenter.
Psychology professor Steve Scher emphasized
Tuesday the senate’s need to patch up a strained
relationship with the board.
Accounting professor Mori Toosi was one of
three senate members to abstain from voting.
Toosi said the senate’s action toward the BOT
doesn’t concern fixing relationships, and either
resolution didn’t convey a strong enough message.
“It isn’t about building a bridge like people are
saying,” Toosi said, “but about a violation of
democracy.”
Other senate members expressed concern a
lack of unified vote would not carry enough
weight with the board.
BOT chair Nate Anderson said if senate is
“extending an olive branch, we’ll accept it.”
But, the senate backed down off an initiative
they began discussing Oct. 7. The late Luis ClayMendez, a member, strongly supported sending
the BOT a message of no confidence.
The senate also discussed giving the faculty
they represent a chance to vote on the message
the BOT would receive.
That is also something the senate decided not to
do. The senate has very legitimate concerns.
Their relationship with the BOT is important, but
their message to the board is mixed.
The senate should have stuck to a vote of confidence, or passed a motion more senate members
could agree on. They will meet Tuesday, three
days before the BOT officially votes on a two-year
contract for interim President Lou Hencken.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Attack arguments, not fringe facts
I read with much interest
and some astonishment Tom
McIntire's letter to the editor, "History article littered
with inaccuracy" in the Oct.
29 edition of The Daily
Eastern News.
I regret McIntire chose to
ignore my major arguments
and instead challenge a number of facts presented in my
essay.
First, I fully concede,
especially when graduate
and part-time students are
factored in, that I underestimated Eastern’s student
enrollment in the late 1960s.
Ironically, the actual statistics strengthen my thesis
that only a small percentage
of students participated in
antiwar demonstrations.
On another matter Mr.
McIntire is completely in
error. Asserting that he had
"spoken to several people"
who had recollections of the
event, McIntire questioned
my claim that a student was
convicted of flag desecration, and then insisted that I
provided no supporting
source for a conviction. To

borrow his favorite phrase:
"this is hogwash."
Footnote 24 on page 93
clearly cited The Daily
Eastern News, May 8, 1970.
The student in question did
plead guilty and paid a $25
fine. I note that McIntire
calls for a "higher level of
research," yet he relies of
three-decades-old recollections for his evidence.
Likewise, McIntire insists
I said the underground newspaper The Fertilizer was
"kept a secret." I made no
such claim. Its publishers
and printers did practice
"cloak-and-dagger" efforts to
remain anonymous.
Distributors insisted deliveries be left in a certain location, then Eastern faculty
members, who disbursed the
paper, would pick them up
only after the departure of
delivery men. I also
explained a "resident director" at the time, whom I
interviewed, did not know of
existence of the paper-in that
sense it was "secret."
McIntire also disputes my
labeling of certain faculty as

"radical." Obviously, labeling
of any type is inherently
biased. But I was very clear
that there was a diversity of
opinion among faculty members.
My use of the term should
not reflect "bias" but rather
an understanding of the
tenor of the times.
McIntire also claims "hash
Wednesdays" occurred later
in the ‘70s–he couldn't be
more correct. In fact, my
article clearly states on page
94 events like "hash
Wednesday" did occur after
the 1970 Kent State protests,
and that such non-Vietnam
related issues did help split
the student antiwar movement AFTER May 1970.
Finally, the article's purpose, as clearly stated on
page 86, was "to understand
why EIU's reactions to
national events between 1968

and 1970 were muted and
reserved." McIntire insists
the most "militant" protests
took place in 1972. That year
was clearly outside the scope
of my study.
I particularly resent Mr.
McIntire's suggestion that
the entire history department "ought to be ashamed"
of my article. The paper's
author alone must assume
complete responsibility for
historical precision.
I do hope however that in
the future critics such as Mr.
McIntire will focus their
concerns on the substance of
my arguments rather than
attacking facts around its
fringe.
David Bell
history graduate student

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Captain Pat Goodwin of Charleston Fire Department
watches as members of the entry team are sealed into
class A chemical suits by “angels,” the people in
charge of the safety of the team member, for a training
exercise conducted by Charleston Fire, Charleston
Police, University Police and Eastern Illinois University
Safety Team Thursday afternoon. Goodwin was acting
as the Incident Commander, responsible for all aspects
of an emergency situation.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Charleston Fire Department rescue workers wheel off Sarah Liete, sophomore elementary education major, during a training exercise outside of the former Clinical Services Building Thursday afternoon. Liete was being treated for a broken arm and chemical
burns.

Chemical drill incorporates element of surprise
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Numerous emergency vehicles
were parked outside of the old
Clinical Services Building on
Seventh Street Thursday afternoon.
Charleston’s hazardous materials
or HASMAT team performed it’s
first mock emergency response situation.
The Charleston Fire Department,
University Police Department,
Charleston Police Department and
EIU Safety Team participated in the
drill.
Steve Bennett, firefighter/paramedic for the Charleston Fire
Department, coordinated the event.
Bennett planned the drill so the
HASMAT team members wouldn’t
know what situation they were going
into.
The scenario was that a janitor
with a preexisting heart condition
who was working in the building and
collapsed, knocking over a drum of
ammonium hydroxide commonly
know as cleaning ammonia.
The janitor fell in the puddle of
spilled ammonia and sustained
burns from the liquid.
Thirteen of the other 14 people in
the building immediately left, but
one girl attempted to help the janitor.

She slipped in the puddle, broke her
arm and sustained minor chemical
burns.
When the HASMAT team arrived
on the scene, it divided into five
teams:
◆ Recon
◆ Science
◆ Entry
◆ Decon
◆ EMS.
Bennett said he then threw the
team something he thought they
wouldn’t be ready for.
“I had the janitor come out and tell
them what chemical it was,” he said,
“to see how they reacted if someone
just walked out.”
The recon team went in and performed tests to make sure the chemical spill was consistent with the janitor’s statement.
Patrolman Randall Taggart, of the
University Police Department,
explained a series of tests were performed.
Taggart said the reconnaissance
team used a system of tests with the
acronym of TRACEM to check for
potential threats. TRACEM stands
for
Thermal,
Radioactive,
Asphixiant,
Chemical,
Entomological and Mechanical
threats.
After the recon team performed

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Mike Green and Mike Heise of Charleston Fire Department train in class A
chemical suits as members of an entry team. The two were cleaning up
and containing a simulated ammonium hydroxide spill Thursday afternoon
in the former Clinical Services Building.
its tests and removed the girl who
slipped in the chemicals, Sarah
Liete, a sophomore elementary education major, the team evacuated the
building.
Liete had to go through one of two
decontamination stations set up outside of the building and was then

loaded into an ambulance.
Members of the decon team wore
class B suits which left only small
parts of their bodies exposed.
The next team to go in was the entry
team. They wore class A suits which
fully enclosed the wearer. Two of the
four team members cleaned up the

spill, and once they exited the building
and were cleared, the other two went
in to remove the hazardous waste.
Taggart highlighted the importance
to back up each team.
“It’s a buddy system,” Taggart said.
“Always have a backup plan.”
Pat Goodwin, captain of the
Charleston Fire Department, was the
incident commander. He said ammonium hydroxide is classified as a corrosive.
“Any corrosive causes burns and
also causes many types of respiratory
problems.”
Goodwin said anyone showing any
symptoms of respiratory exposure
would be treated with oxygen therapy
and/or aggressive airway management.
After everyone had been removed
from the building and decontaminated, a voice came over the radio and
said, “Be advised, drill has been terminated.”
Bennet said he was pleased with
the results of the drill.
“I think (the HASMAT team) did a
really good job,” he said. “It’s always
a learning experience.”

Activities Editor Dan Valenziano
can be reached at cudwv@eiu.edu.

Haunted Fairgrounds

October 29, 30, & 31
7-11pm
Adults $4
Children 12 & Under $3
At the Coles County Fairgrounds

Presented by the Charleston Jaycees
BUCKY SAYS:
ADVERTISING IN THE DEN
CLASSIFIEDS IS GOOD FOR
BUSINESS.
PLACE YOUR AD TODAY! 581-2812
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History, physical education, language classes see revisions
By Nicole Nicolas
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Council on Academic
Affairs unanimously passed revisions for old and new courses in
the history, physical education and
foreign languages departments.
The physical education department changed some of the terminology in its course catalog and
course objectives.
The physical education department also expanded its athletic
training practicum course outlines
on what students would observe
during class.
The athletic training option
requires 90 hours of coursework
within the major on top of the 45
hours of general education classes.
Phoebe Church, chair of the
physical education department,
said there are between 40 and 45

athletic training option majors.
The changes to the course format were needed to comply with
new accreditation standards for
athletic training. LeAnn Price,
associate physical education professor, said to comply with the
accreditation’s more than 1,400
compliances and 400 proficiencies, all of the athletic training’s
two-hour courses had to be
switched to four credit hours.
“To teach those classes, we need
more time,” Price said.
A site visit will occur in 2005,
with the self study beginning this
September.
The council also unanimously
OK’d six history courses and a program and catalog copy revision.
The Early Modern History class,
HIS 2650, was passed despite a
lack of detail in the course outline.
Last week, the council tabled
seven physical education courses

Council on
Academic Affairs
◆ When: 2 p.m.
◆ Where: Conference Room
4440 in Booth Library
for more revisions.
A new class called Early
Modern History, HIS 2560, was
added to comply with standards
from the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
Journalism professor James
Tidwell, the council’s vice president, said over the last two or
three years the council should be
consistent in requiring more specific information.
“I don’t care what we do, but we
need to be consistent with the
course outline,” Tidwell said. “We

sent all those (physical education
classes) back last week for more
specificity.”
Six history courses were passed
by the council with the promise of
a more detailed course description
in the future.
David Smith, an associate history professor, said the council’s
approval was needed Thursday to
stay on schedule to make the
course catalog deadline.
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education, which serves as the
middle grounds for university
administration and the state’s
General Assembly, would prefer
more courses on world history
than western civilization history,
said David Smith, an associate history professor.
The American West and Native
American history class, previously 2300 and 2400, was divided into
two new courses so both classes

could go more in depth with each
subject. These classes can be used
for an elective and writing intensive course.
Academic adviser Julie Sterling
said the Native American and
American West is “recommended,
but not required” for History
majors.
The foreign language department introduced a new course
titled Topics in Literature In
Translation. The course covers
German fairy tales and is a writing
intensive course.
Stephen Canfield, foreign languages chair, said it is a good
course to add because it is a topic
course and not a survey course.
The course would be another
option foreign languages majors
could take to fulfill the requirement of taking a class that is
taught in English, but pertains to
the foreign language major.

RHA could change its constitution for communications job
By Lea Erwin
S TA F F W R I T E R

The
Residence
Hall
Association discussed changing
its constitution for the position
of the National Communication
Coordinator.
In Fall 2002, the coordinator
position changed from one year
to a year and a half, prolonging
the transition from one representative to the next, said
Nachel Glynn, RHA president.
The reason for this change is
“to make a smoother transition
with all the other executive
board members, and allow the
current NCC more time to hold
the position before transitioning
someone else,” Glynn previously
said.
Now RHA may change the
term back to one year. One of the

arguments in opposition of this
legislation was the need for
experience.
Kevin
Leverence,
the
National
Residence
Hall
Honorary pres ident, said he
believes the position is important and experience and training are needed.
“I think there needs to be
more time to work with the current NCC and I think it would be
more beneficial to the NCC and
less stressful coming into the
position,” Leverence said.
“I like the more transition
time, to keep things how they are
and a longer transition period,”
Leverence said.
Hudson said the organization
needs to decide what’s in its
best interest and he provides
more of a “historical perspective” being a part of RHA for 25

years.
He said with this change, it
would maximize the number of
people considering running for
the position.
He also said the 19-month
position is longer than most people are able to commit to and
need to have time to be able to
plan their schedule for the next
semester.
If the legislation passes, the
coordinator would serve from
March 2004 to June 2005. If it
doesn’t pass, the coordinator will
serve a term from November
2004 to June 2005.
RHA discussed the upcoming
elections for the National
Residence Hall Honorary members. Nominations were discussed and the requirements
were handed out to the RHA
members during the meeting.

Halloween
FRIGHT Night
at Friends

Costume Contest
CASH PRIZES

GREAT GIVE-A-WAYS

The requirements include:
◆ Having a minimum grade
point average of 2.5.
◆ Have resided at least one
semester in university housing
at Eastern prior to nomination.
◆ Be currently enrolled at
Eastern and reside in university
housing during the academic
year of selection.
◆ Exhibit leadership in the
RHA system.
◆ Express a sincere desire to
actively participate in Eastern’s
chapter of NRHH, as stated in
the RHA newsletter.

Other business
◆ RHA is doing a Pen Pal
Program with the third grade
class
at
Carl
Sandberg
Elementary in Charleston.
“We are doing this to give back

to the community, to get to know
the younger generation. This is
going to happen this year and
this is something I really hope
will continue in the future,” said
Peter Salvadori, Thomas Hall’s
RHA representative.
◆ A housing a facilities concern came up during the meeting Thursday concerning the
speed of internet connection on
campus.
“I am aware that the system
has been slow this week,”
Hudson said.
The system is a reflection of
the
network’s
age,
and
Information
Technology
Services has been working to get
the network faster, Hudson said .
He said there is a massive
rebuilding of the university’s
network that will take place by
2004.

FRIDAY

@
Halloween Contest
Cash Prizes

$2.50 Coors light
Glow in the Dark Cups
($1.50 refills)

ADVERTISE
IN THE
DEN...
IT CAN BE
SO SWEET!

Marty’s

DON’T BE SCARED, COME TO...

en
Op am
11

To

t
ni

Italian Beef w/fries

e HALLOWEEN

Prizes for costumes

BASH

$5 Pitchers
$2 20 oz Miller Lite
keep the cup

CALL 581-2816

Advertise
SCARE in the
the
DEN
Competition
Today!
away?
Wantto

Saturday:

$2.50 Jaeger Shots
$2.99 BBQ & Chips

Sunday:
$2.49 Wings
$1.50 Burgers & Chips

’S
y
t
f
e
L
FREAKY FRIDAY
$3.00 Witches Brew
$1.50 Bud and Bud Light Cans
Bobbin For Beers
Pumpkin Carving Contest
Costume Encouraged

Come see
“Uncle Jessy”
From “Dukes
of Hazzard”
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Gerry Protz of Mattoon Fire Department hands a dummy from a simulated burning plane to Will Shaner of
Williamson County Fire Protection District Thursday afternoon at the Coles County Airport. The two were
taking part in a training exercise.

Coles County Airport is the site
for a cooperative fire drill for local fire
districts that include Matoon, Savoy,
Carbondale and Williamson County.
F o r m o r e p h o t o s p l e a s e v i s i t T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
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Firefighters from Mattoon, Savoy, Carbondale and Williamson County train on an Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighter Trainer at the
Coles County Airport in Mattoon, Ill., Thursday afternoon. The simulator was brought in from Kellogg Community College of
Battle Creek, Mich., for the second day of training put on by the Coles County Airport Authority to meet Federal Aviation
Administration requirements.

Firefighters from Mattoon, Savoy and Williamson
County extinguish flames from a simulated fuel spill at
the Coles County Airport in Mattoon, Ill., Thursday
afternoon. The simulation was the second day of
training put on by the Coles County Airport Authority
to meet Federal Aviation Administration requirements.

INTOLERABLE CRUELTY (PG13) DAILY 7:15,
9:40 SAT SUN MAT 2:!5
KILL BILL VOLUME 1(R)
DAILY7:00, 9:30 SAT SUN MAT 2:00

BEYOND BORDERS (R) Daily 4:10, 7:00,
9:50 SAT SUN MAT 1:00 PM
GOOD BOY! (PG13) Daily 4:00, 6:15, 8:30
SAT SUN MAT 1:30
KILL BILL VOLUME 1 (R) Daily 5:00, 7:30,
10:10 ENDING FRIDAY!
RADIO (PG) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 SAT
SUN MAT 1:45
RUNAWAY JURY (PG13) Daily 3:40, 6:40,
9:40 SAT SUN MAT 12:45
SCARY MOVIE 3 (PG13) Daily 5:15, 7:45,
10:00 SAT SUN MAT 12:30, 2:50
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50, 6:30,
9:10 SAT SUN MAT 1:15
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R) Daily 5:30,
8:00, 10:20 SAT SUN MAT 2:10
BROTHER BEAR (G) STARTS SATURDAY!
SAT SUN 12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 6:50, 9:00

Business
Heading
Busi
a Bit South?
Advertise in the DEN 581-2816
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HELP

WANTED

Night Owls who like independence and responsibility may wish
to take this opportunity to earn
money, NOw hiring mid-8am shift
to work with adults with developmental disabilities in a group
home setting. Paid training provided. Apply in person at Tull
House, 1911 18th St., Charleston,
345-3552.
________________________10/31
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.
________________________11/7
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER: Part time and full time positions seeking candidate for order
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a
plus, must possess excellent
communication skills, experience
with phone sales helpful.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For directions call 345-9194
________________________11/21
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: Hiring for second
semester part time and full time
positions, proof readers/copy setters. Must posess command of
English language and ability to
discern mistakes in text quickly
and accurately. Experience with
quark and/or pagemaker a plus.
Scheduling flexible. Apply at
Scholastic Recogniton, Inc. 5955
Park Drive, Charleston. For directions call 345-9194
________________________11/21
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________1/22
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service / inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00

HELP

WANTED

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
__________________________00

FOR

RENT

Available Fall 2004 newly remodeled 4 bedroom, 2 bath, & 3 bedroom, 2 bath units. Washer, Drier,
Dishwasher, Central Air, DSL
ready. No pets. 2 blocks East of
Campus. Call 345-5821
________________________10/31
4 Bedroom, central air, dishwasher,
trash included 345-7244 2
Bedroom duplex, W & D, water.
and trash included. $350 345-7244
________________________10/31
4 Bedroom, 2 full bath house.
Moving in December, must sign
by then. $210/person. Close to
EIU and nightlife. 549-6120
________________________10/31
Available Dec. 03. 4 bedroom
house. 2 full bath, W/D, trash
included. Close to EIU & nightlife.
$175/person, flexible lease, pets
ok. 549-6120
________________________11/07
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse
available January 2004 for 2 to 5
tenants. Bargin price! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, JIm Wood,
Realtor.
________________________11/21
Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
317-3085.
________________________11/21
Furnished, 2 BR apartment avail
Jan 1. Close to campus! Off street
parking, trash, W/D on site, AC.
Call 345-7286
________________________11/30

Youngstown Apartments

-1 and 2
Bedrooms Available
Spring Semester
-Central Air
-Fully Furnished

FOR

RENT

FOR

3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
________________________12/3
Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer, DSL. Great floor
plan. Local, Responsive landlord.
$210/person 348-8886, leave
message.
________________________12/15
LEASING FOR FALL 2004-student houses, 3-6 students, close
to campus, ex cond, parking
included, NO Pets, 345-7286
__________________________00
Sub-lease 1 BR Apt. Clean and
close to campus. Very spacious
with big balcony. Parking/trash
included. Available spring semester. 7th st. Park Place. Call (217)
962-1645
__________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
__________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O’Brian Fild. For
school year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350
__________________________00
Beautiful two story house furnished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood
floors, furnished including new
leather furniture. 2 1/2 baths, full
basement with washer and dyer,
central air, large yard. For school
year 2004-2005; $285 each. One
block north of O’Brien field. Call
Jan 345-8350
Girls: FURNISHED houses for
2003-2004. 1/2 block from Rec.
Center. W/D, Central air, 10 mo.
lease. 345-5048
__________________________00
PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6,8,
and 11 bedroom, unfurnished
houses for rent 2004-2005. 1-2
blocks from campus. CLEAN and
WELL MAINTAINED. No pets, 12
months lease. Call 345-3148 or
check us out at www.pantherpads.com.
__________________________00

“Listed as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News!”1 Bedroom apts.
for August 04-05. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249
__________________________00
2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets. 345-5048.
__________________________00
2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048
__________________________00
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048
__________________________00
FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5/4/3/2
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent locations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652
__________________________00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266
__________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.
__________________________00
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
__________________________00
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a msg.
__________________________00

FOR

SUBLESSORS

RENT

Sublessor needed for spring
semester. 2 bedroom single at
Park Place. Call Tim at 581-3496
________________________11/5
1 or 2 roommates needed, partly
furnished house on First st., $
250/month call 549-6477
________________________11/5
Must Sublease: Nice 2 Br apt
close to campus. 1812 9th St.
$300/mo/ea OBO. Available
immediately or for Spring
Semester. Call 217-493-0878
________________________11/7
5 BR House on 1st street, campus side, needs 1 female roommate. $200 plus split utilities. Call
847-894-8863.
________________________11/7
3 BR. Apt. 7th street, campus
side needs 1 male roomate. $ 260
plus split utilities. Call 217-5120482
________________________11/10
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
2210
9th,
has
balcony.
$275/month Call (773)218-0431
________________________11/10
Female sublessor needed for
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own bedroom w/ sink vanity, low utilities.
East of Old Main next to Joey’s.
Call Jamie @ 348-9301.
________________________11/22
3 Br. Apartment, needs 1 roommate, sink in room, Millennium
Place, rent debatable. Call (708)
906-3014.
________________________12/01

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com
__________________________00
Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Littiker
Rental 345-9267
________________________10/24

FOR

SALE

1989 Honda Accord. Sunroof, AC, 5
speed. Great shape. cfjh@ eiu.edu
________________________10/31
Runs great, 1990 Mustang GT
Hatchback, V8, white, 115K
miles, $3,000. Call John at (217)
581-3691 or (708) 466-6548.
________________________11/7

PERSONALS
New members of KAPPA DELTA,
get excited for initiation this
weekend! We can’t wait to call
you our sisters.
________________________10/31
The majority of EIU students drink
0,1,2,3, or 4 drinks per week (n=
471 representative EIU students).
________________________10/31
92% of EIU students think people
risk harm if they consume alcohol
prior to sexual activity (471= representative EIU students).
________________________10/31

ROOMMATES
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00

-Dishwashers
-Decks
-3 Laundry
Facilities

Edited by Will Shortz

-Garbage Disposal
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Across from Carman Hall
345-6000
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Studio,1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court
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Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
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9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

27Camus’s
“L’___ de
siège”
29Potsticker
cooker
30Part of “the
many,” literally
31In ___ (stuck)
32Out-elbowed?
36Green-lights
37Has as a customer
39Branch
40Narc’s find,
maybe
42Classic
rebuke
43Humble follower
44Go-ahead
sign
45Part of DOS:
Abbr.
46Door sign

I
N
U
R
E

Cambridge and Nantucket

ACROSS
1“Ta-ta”
11Reduce to a
pulp
15“No thanks
necessary”
16It comes to
mind
17“Those
rumors were
correct”
18Carpers and
harpers
19“___ do!”
(“Stop it!”)
20Wee folk’s
place
22Party member, briefly
23Bang
24Bony prefix
25One concerned with
checks and
balances:
Abbr.

C
A
R
B
S

345-2363

AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH

RENT

47Smoke
50Law, to
Lucretius
51Badge distributor: Abbr.
53Thoughtful
and logical
55Omega competitors
58Pattern
59Not delayed
61Sib in dialect
62Kind of basis
for revealing
63In the mail
64Completely
dry
DOWN
1Tag declaration
2Don’t believe
it
3Comment on
raising kids
4Ticket
5Bedtime
request
6Bouncer
7Approx.
8It’s just
between us
9Apples, but
not IBM’s
10Sense
11It’s not much
to go on
12Get used (to)
13Artful transition

1

2

3

4

5

No. 0919
6

7

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

18
20

19
22
25

27

30

31

36

37

40

47

48

13

14

33

34

35

56

57

21

23

26

12

24

28

29
32
38

39

41

42

43

44

45

46

49

50

53

54

58

59

61

62

63

64

51

52

55
60

Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky

14Can’t avoid
21Warning from
the roof
23Considerable
winnings,
informally
25Hack
26Creep (along)
28Beset by baying dogs,
maybe
29Light figure
33Explorer’s job
34Cracker topper
35Rainbow, to
some

381970’s-90’s
rock group
with a name
from Greek
myth
41Forewarned
and ready
47Potatoes and
pasta, in
slang
48Make used
(to)
49Ancient
physician
50Scrim material
52Capital of
Russian
America

54Baseballer
Martinez
55Fill
561847 novel
set in part
aboard a
whaler
57In stitches

60Old letter
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Out with the credit hour?
(AP) -- Developed about a century ago,
the credit hour has become a building
block of American academic life.
It is used to calculate faculty salaries,
to determine the level of public money
funneled to institutions and to establish
a timetable for graduating with a
degree.
But some academic experts now say
the credit hour is a relic in a high-tech
world with ever-more nontraditional stu-

dents and learning methods.
“Having time- and space-bound measures that equate learning with a certain
place and a certain time is clearly outmoded. And yet it is the DNA embedded
in both the academic and funding system,” said Jane Wellman, coeditor with
Thomas Ehrlich of “How the Student
Credit Hour Shapes Higher Education,” a
recently released collection of essays on
the credit hour.

That system, she says, is increasingly
at odds with modern teaching methods:
More students are developing their own
programs of study. An increasing number
take courses online and away from the
traditional classroom. And, unlike a time
when students generally enrolled and
graduated from the same institution,
nearly two-thirds of all undergraduate
degrees today are awarded to transfer
students.

tor of Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Service, asserts there has
been no increases in sexual
assault on campus directly
related to the holiday.
As
for
connection
between Halloween and
increased sexual assault, “I
have not seen any correlation,” Buckley said.
Buckley also said she
does not think the service
has even received a call on
Halloween.
“I’m more concerned
about Homecoming,” she
said, because “there are
more people in town and
more parties.”
Mitchell’s advice for
Halloween safety includes
wearing reflective clothing,
always walking in groups,
and “don’t get drunk.”
Gruber said Halloween is
indeed different from other
holidays, but the difference
is not related to crime or

safety concerns.
“It’s not as if the holiday is
tied to a specific religion or
a historic national event,”
Gruber said. “There’s something
weird
about
Halloween from that perspective.”
Gruber asserts this distinction in itself does not
harbor specific potential for
increasing potential psychological harm to individuals
based on its nature just
because the main tradition
of Halloween is to conceal
identity. He said dressing up
in costume has positive psychological effects, both for
children and adults.
These effects are particularly pertinent to children,
whose costumes are largely
based on monsters and
“scary” figures and creatures that might otherwise
frighten them.
Dressing up in costumes
“empowers”
children,
Gruber said, because “they
become the scary monster.
Becoming the thing that is
feared overcomes the fear.”
He explained by exaggerating fears and surrounding
themselves with scary
images such as decorations,
watching horror movies and
dressing up in monsterrelated costumes, people are

actually showing they are
not scared of such things.
He cites the nature of
some of the masks people
sport with their costumes as
an example of this empowerment.
“Some of the masks feature axes in people’s heads,
eyeballs hanging out - really
gruesome stuff.
“We bring it all out into
the open,” Gruber said, and
therefore there is nothing to
be afraid of anymore.
Gruber said dressing up
is equally valuable psychologically for adults but for a
different reason.
Adults gain confidence by
wearing costumes because
in disguise they are anonymous and have freedom to
personify fantasies they
may normally be insecure
about, Gruber said.
The nature of adult costumes is usually not related
to monsters or something
scary but rather about
becoming a character from
a movie or expressing some
part of their personality
they ordinarily repress,
because by putting on a costume the person will take on
the persona associated with
it Gruber said.
“People will act like the
character they dress up as.”

Gruber pointed out wearing costumes is positive for
celebrities for the opposite
reason. By wearing a costume, a celebrity can step
out of the spotlight, and on
Halloween, even the most
famous celebrities could go
out unrecognized.
“President Bush could go
out on Halloween without
the Secret Service or fear of
assassination,” he said,
because many people often
dress as political figures
and
movie
stars.
There are even George
Bush masks.
Freshman early childhood
education
major
Karl
Meyers likes dressing up on
Halloween.
“It allows you to be creative and make up any sort
of outfit that you like.”
For Patrina Smith, a junior elementary education
major, mystery is the appeal
of a costume.
“You’re incognito for one
night, and nobody knows
who you are.”
However, senior social
sciences major Christie
Denton said, “I’m probably
done (dressing up for
Halloween). Even when I go
to Halloween parties, I don’t
dress up.”

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

70% of EIU students drink one
day a week or less, or not at all
(471= representative EIU students).
________________________10/31
What happens when you mix
ectasy and alcohol? Find this,
and other useful information at
MYSTUDENTBODY.com Type in
eiu as your school code!
________________________10/31
In search of health information?
Stop by the Health Education
Resource Center on the 3rd floor
of the Student services building
to see our brochures, flyers,
books, and videos. Open 8am4pm. M-F
________________________10/31
Safety belts save an estimated
9,500 lives in America each year.
Buckle Up Eastern
________________________11/8
Every hour someone dies in a
crash simply from not buckling
up.... Are you buckled up?
________________________11/8
Time is running out! Get your free
flu shots at Health Service any
weekday from 8-4.
________________________11/8
Traffic crashes claim the lives of
more than 40,000 Americans
each year..... Are you buckled up?
________________________11/8
Stop smoking now! Contact the
Health Education Resource
Center at 581-7786 to find more
about our Crash Course to Quit
Smoking!
________________________10/29
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,

Carole’s Piano now accepting
new students. All ages welcome.
Beginner to advanced levels. Call
417-8685 for more information.
Carole is also available to play for
functions, recitals, parties and
contests.
__________________________00

#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
_________________________10/31
A “Reality” Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the “The Real
Cancun” Movie. Lowest Prices,
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800426-7710.
_________________________11/07

Halloween:

Dressing up
‘empowers’
children
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

FOR

RENT

and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

TONIGHT AT STU’S MIXMASTER
THROWDOWN PRESENTS GOLF
PROS AND TENNIS OHS, PREHALLOWEEN COSTUME EVENT.
CollegeClubTour.com
_________________________10/30
USASPRINGBREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Jamaica & More. Don’t be fooled!
Go with Quality & Experience! 28
years in business. Largest
Student Tour Operator (Division of
USA Student Travel) Call 1-877460-6077. Now hiring Campus
Reps, earn 2 free trips for 15 travelers & $$
_________________________10/30
Spring Break- Sign up with
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
international destinations- including Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with anyone
else. LImited offer- call now.
Commission rep position also
available.
800-787-3787
www.studentexpress.com
_________________________10/31
10,000+ Costumes for Halloween,
Theme parties & ParadesReserve yours now! GRAND
BALL-609 Sixth, Charleston. 3452617
_________________________10/31
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
Best Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Book now and receive free meals
& parties. Campus Reps wanted!
1-800-234-7007 or endlesssummertours.com
_________________________10/31

NON

SEQUITUR

BOONDOCKS

Federal judge
delays trial of
supremacist Hale
HAMMOND, Ind. (AP) – A federal judge rejected a bond
request from jailed white supremacist Matt Hale and postponed until April his trial on charges of seeking to have
another federal judge killed.
“There is no reasonable assurance that the safety of the
community will be protected,” if Hale is released on bond,
U.S. District Judge James Moody said Thursday.
Hale’s attorney, Thomas Anthony Durkin, tried to get his
client released into the custody of his father, Russell Hale, a
retired East Peoria police officer.
Federal prosecutors immediately objected. They said they
have a tape of the white supremacist, who has been jailed
since January, talking to his father by telephone. On that
tape, the father is heard asking the son how many marshals
escort him to court and how many guns they have, prosecutors said.

Candy:

practice,
which
was
referred to as ‘going a - souling’ was eventually taken up
by children who would visit
the houses in their neighborhood and be given ale, food
and money.”
The History Channel also
said the tradition of dressing in costumes came from
European and Celtic roots.
Hundreds of years ago
when people believed that
ghosts came back from the
dead on Halloween, they
would wear masks when
they went out after dark so
they would not be recognized by the ghosts.

In the late nineteenth century immigrants who came
to the United States from
European countries carried
the Halloween tradition with
them. In the 1920s and ‘30s
celebrating
Halloween
became a “community centered” holiday. There were
town wide parades and parties in the town civic centers. Because of the baby
boom in the 1950s, towns
began
to
have
their
Halloween parties in classrooms or homes.
According to the History
Channel, “towns in America
began trick or treating
because it was in was a relatively inexpensive way for
an entire community to
share the Halloween celebration.”
Today Americans spend
about $6.9 million on
Halloween, making it the
second largest commercial
holiday.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International destinations-including Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with anyone
else. Limited offer- call now.
Commission rep positions also
available.
800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com
_________________________11/21
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
_________________________12/11

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
_________________________12/15
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6
+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
_________________________01/30
50% off winter items. Log house
resale shop. Go to the fairgrounds
and follow the signs. 348-8001
___________________________ 00

BY WILEY MILLER

BY AARON MCGRUDER

Western traditions
come from all over
the world
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CITY LIMITS RESTAURANT:
Parents Weekend, Friday and
Saturday buffet and salad bar.
Students bring parents. Show I.D
and receive 10% on entire bill!
Full menu and specials also available. Beer, wine, and cocktails.
_________________________10/10

Business
a little
sour?

ANNOUNCEMENTS
call 581-2816
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SOCCER

RUGBY

Playing for pride
Mathematically eliminated from post-season, coach
wants monkey and six-game losing streak off back
◆

By Joe Ciraulo
S TA F F W R I T E R

“We did good in the

It will be all about pride when the
Eastern men’s soccer team takes the
field this weekend against Missouri
Valley Conference foe Bradley
University.
Eastern was mathematically
eliminated from any postseason
play last weekend after two losses
but will look to play the role of spoiler.
Bradley is ranked No. 22 in the
nation and is coming into this game
on a two-game losing streak. The
Braves have been competing with
very good teams this year, playing
six other ranked teams so far with
only one of those teams ranking
below them. Bradley has only won
one of those games and that was
against Southern Methodist.
The other ranked teams they
played were Penn State, Coastal
Carolina, Notre Dame, Tulsa and
Creighton. Bradley will also play the
No. 5 ranked Saint Louis.
Bradley has shutout three teams
while being shutout three times.
Bradley has wins against Oral
Roberts, Rhode Island, Drury,
Florida Atlantic, Western Illinois,
Vanderbilt, Western Kentucky,
Southern Methodist and Evansville.
Bradley has had many standout
players this year. Junior forward
Preston Good leads the team in goals
(9), points (23), and assists (5). Good
is also the team’s active career
leader in goals (11) and points (27).
Luke Kreamalmeyer, junior midfielder, was a member of the Valley’s
2001 All-Newcomer team. He is second in the stats with eight goals, 20
points and four assists.
In the net, sophomore goalkeeper
Chris Dunsheath holds the record

first half of the season

Title:

OVC Tourney held on
golf course
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

“And, if we have 5 or 6 girls run
their best run of the year, we can,”
McInerney said.
The women are the healthiest
they have been all season. Simone
and Stephanie Bone will lead the

but we struggled the
second half.”
—Adam Howarth, coach
for most shutouts in a season with
nine. Dunsheath played every
minute last season and has 95 saves
and three shutouts this season.
Eastern has not faired well
against MVC opponents, going winless with just one tie. The Panthers
had a winning record prior to entering conference play.
“We did good in the first half of
the season, but we struggled the
second half,” Eastern coach Adam
Howarth said.
Eastern is on a six game losing
streak with its last loss against
Creighton who shut them out 4-0.
Eastern has had two shutout victories but has been shutout six times.
The last win the team had was in
September against Butler.
“We hope to get the monkey off
our back this weekend,” Howarth
said.
“We hope to finish on a high note
and perform at our highest level.”
The strengths of Eastern are
that they can move the ball well
and all of the players are comfortable handling the ball, but Howarth
said they need to improve their offball movement and passing.
Howarth said that has been the
team’s downfall during the season.
Eastern also squares off against
Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne at 2
p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field for
its final game of the season.
Panthers Saturday and be aided by
teammates Amanda Schutte, Deb
Tygrett, Jessica Peach, Kristen
Chandler, Nicole Flounders and
Megan Balis.
Murray State is the host of this
year’s OVC championship, but the
race will be run on a golf course 13
miles south of Murray, Ky., in
Puryear, Tenn.
The women runners will begin
their fight at 10 a.m., and the men
will try to defend their title at
10:45 a.m.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Junior flanker Jackie Jaworek reaches to keep the ball away from an Arkansas player Oct. 18 at Lakeside Rugby
Field. Starters like Jaworek will rest this weekend because opponent, Western Kentucky, is “more of an average
team,” coach Frank Graziano says. The Hilltoppers are 3-3.

Can’t touch this
Two games away from end of season, Eastern will sit starters and allow second-string players to play against Western Kentucky in Boiling Green, Ky.

◆

By Andrew Sarwark
S TA F F W R I T E R

This weekend the Panther
rugby team will go for its third
consecutive win in a first-time
matchup against the Hilltoppers
of Western Kentucky on their
Homecoming weekend. This has
left the Panthers wondering what
to expect in the match.
With two games remaining, the
Panthers are using it to rest players and to get ready for the next
match. The Panthers finish their
2003 season Nov. 6 at North
Carolina.
Head coach Frank Graziano
likes the timing of the game for
two reasons. The first is because
of the relatively short trip to
Western Kentucky, and the second, he can rest some of his
starters and have them fully
available for the North Carolina
game.
Without much personal knowl-

“They have a decent
record at 3-3, but it’s
not that impressive.”
—Frank Graziano, rugby coach

edge about the Hilltoppers,
Graziano has used the Internet to
do some research on the team.
“They have a decent record at
3-3, but it’s not that impressive,”
Graziano said.
“They’re more of an average
team.”
The main focus in practice is
getting the non-starters ready for
the game. Brittany Brown, Billie
Sayers, Kate Folliard and Gabby
Burk will all be in the starting
lineup.
“It’s going to be a good opportunity for Brittany because she’s
going to be taking Kate’s (Taake)

spot next year” Graziano said.
Sayers, Folliard and Burk all
played well against Stanford
Graziano said. Graziano said the
essential thing the women need to
do is to get off to a good start and
put some points on the board,
Graziano said.
“When we put pressure and
take advantage of our opportunities, we are awfully tough to
beat,” Graziano said.
“We did that against Stanford
and they were on their heels the
entire game.”
The two other things Graziano
see as being keys are remaining
comfortable and having good
rhythm. Graziano is confident
about the outcome in this game.
“We do well in situations where
we are unfamiliar with the opponent,” he said.
“We are coming off a huge win,
but we have to move on and worry
about our performance in this
game.”

We have a TREAT for you!
Yearbooks are still available at Buzzard!
Come by the Student Publications Office
to pick up Y O U R FREE copy today!
Also coming soon....information

on how you can get
your RSO pictured in the yearbook!
Questions??
Call 581-2812
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SWIMMING

20 events in 26 hours
◆ Spanning two days, Eastern
will compete against five others
in some irregular events

depth.
He expects some of the most competitive events to be the 50-yard freestyle
and 500-yard freestyle events.
He expects Tom Watson to get some
By Matt Williams
better competition in the 500 freestyle, an
SPORTS EDITOR
event he has won in the first three meets
For the second consecutive weekend the of the year.
“Tom Watson will have his hands full in
Eastern swimming and diving teams will be
at Lantz Natatorium for a two-day, six-team the 500,” Padovan said. “He will have
really strong competimeet starting at 5 p.m.
tors from Butler and
Friday.
IUPUI.”
The Panther Invitational
Padovan said Watson
is an annual meet aimed
Panther Invitational
has really improved his
toward getting teams a lot
times from last year.
of swims in several differ◆ When: 5 p.m. Friday
“He has really been
ent events.
swimming and he’s
“We swim a bunch of
◆ Where: Lantz Natatorium
really ahead of where
events
we
normally
◆ Teams competing: Eastern,
he was last season,”
wouldn’t swim,” Eastern
Padovan said.
coach Ray Padovan said.
Valparaiso, Butler, Indiana
“I think he’s just get“Basically, we are getting
University-Purdue University
ting
a
little
bit
in 20 events in about 26
at Indianapolis, Lincoln
stronger.”
hours. There are a lot of
Padovan also said he
good swims in a short
College and Millikin
expects to see a little
period of time.”
better times from his
Joining Eastern in the
women’s team, which
six-team event will be
Valparaiso, Butler, Indiana University- has struggled to a 0-3 record.
“From a time standpoint, several indiPurdue University at Indianapolis, Lincoln
viduals have been coming around,”
College and Millikin.
Valparaiso, Butler and IUPUI were all a Padovan said.
“A lot of people have been sick and
part
of
last
weekend’s
Indiana
Intercollegiate event hosted by Purdue. injured. We’ve been very tired in the
Both IUPUI’s men’s and women’s teams weight room and in the pool. They are
fared the best of the three with the men going to eventually adjust to it.”
Friday events will begin at 5 p.m. and
taking third and women finishing fifth.
Millikin opened its season last weekend will include a few relays, the 50 freestyle,
at the CCIW Fall Classic while Lincoln the 2,000 individual medley and the 500
will be getting into the pool for its first freestyle.
The meet will continue at 8 a.m.
meet of the year.
Padovan said the Panthers are probably Saturday beginning with diving events
the best overall team in the competition and then working in the rest of the swimbecause some of the other teams lack ming throughout the day.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Sophomore middle hitter Megan Kennedy serves the ball Friday night in Lantz Arena. The
Panthers lost Thursday at SEMO. The loss is the eighth out of nine games for Eastern.

Volley:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Home Field:

Sophomore goalie Groene,
deserves credit for battling
back from injury, coach says
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

“We have to come out and play our
game and take care of what needs to be
done early. We will see if we have learned
that.”
The Governors experienced little success in OVC play, ranking sixth in goals
scored (25) and seventh in goals against
(38) while winning just one game.
Ballard sees this matchup as a time to
get some fine-tuning on his lineup to prepare for the conference tournament.
“I like where we are at,” he said.
“Regardless of where we are playing
after this week, I really like this team
right now.”
Eastern has experienced the opposite

season to Austin Peay. The Panthers are
undefeated in conference play (5-0-2) and
have only lost once in their last nine
games.
Part of that reason has been the play of
the defense, which has been commanded
by sophomore goalkeeper Tiffany
Groene.
Groene was recently named Defensive
Player of the Week for the conference
and has been solid in the net since she
took over the starting role.
“She’s been very diligent,” Ballard said.
“For two years, she has worked very
hard to get to where she is (after an ACL
injury). She deserves so much credit for
how hard she has worked to come back.”
The OVC tournament begins Tuesday
with semifinal games being played Nov. 7
and the championship game being played
Nov. 9.
Ballard said late October and
November are his team’s time for excellence.
“It’s the time of year where our soccer
program is known for playing well,”
Ballard said.

Jessica Wilfong led SEMO with 11 kills
and Sarah Frost and Suzanne Gundlach
each had 10 kills.
The Panthers continue their road trip
when they travel to Tennessee State on

Homecoming:

Explosive Tennessee State
offense must be kept off field
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The Prophet from New York has been
correct on each game this season but his
defense will have a challenge stopping an
offense that averages 27 points and 366
yards per game.
“Tennessee State is a very explosive team
and so we’ll have to keep it out of their
hands,” Spoo said.
Bellantoni will have to contain the Tiger
attack without inside linebacker Fred Miller

Friday. When Eastern beat the Tigers earlier this month, the Panthers had managed to
win their third straight game.
That winning streak was the longest of
the season for the Panthers, which had lifted the team to 3-1 in the OVC at the time.
After that win Eastern went on the sevengame losing streak that lowered the team
below .500 in the OVC.
on the field who will be on the disabled list
for a second consecutive game with a knee
injury.
Tennessee State is 19th in the nation by
giving only 292 yards per game and is 27th
nationally in run defense.
The Tigers will look to force sophomore
quarterback Andrew Harris into third-andlong situations where defensive secondary
coach and former Eastern coach Tony
Turner will have his cornerbacks ready to
catch Harris’ mistakes.
“We hope to force him to do things he
doesn’t necessarily feel comfortable doing,”
Reese said.

Advantage: Push

Final Score
Tennessee State – 24, Eastern – 21

FILL UP
YOUR
PIGGY
BANK
TODAY!

Relax...
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs

Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816

PLACE
AN AD
IN THE
DEN!

Tired of relying on other
people for rides? Need money
for transportation?

CALL:

5812816

ADVERTISE IN THE DEN

Panther sports calendar
F R I D AY

Friday, October 31, 2003
12A

S AT U R D AY

Volleyball at Tenn. State
Swimming Panther Invite
M Soccer at Bradley
W Soccer vs. Austin Peay
Football at Tenn. State
Rugby at Western Kentucky

7 p.m.
5 p.m. Lantz
7 p.m.
2 p.m. Lakeside Field
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL

SEMO denies Eastern second straight win
By Aaron Sedlitz
S TA F F W R I T E R

After Eastern’s seven-game losing streak was stopped last
Saturday
against
Tennessee
Martin, the Panthers could not win
two in a row Friday night against
Southeast Missouri.
The Panthers (7-19, 4-7) had
their best hitting game of the year,
with an overall .260 hitting average against the Otahkians (9-16, 8-

4). But in the end that did not matter as SEMO found too many holes
in Eastern’s defense. Eastern lost
in three sets 20-38, 28-30, 21-30 to
the Otahkians.
The Panthers had good nights
from two of their juniors Erica
Gerth and Shana Ruxer. Gerth had
a team high 34 attempts, in which
she had a total 12 kills. Ruxer
countered with only seven kills on
only 13 attempts, but she did not
have an error throughout the

game.
Gerth also added to her season
of highlights with her 19th doubledouble as she added 12 digs to her
12 kills.
Coming into this match, Eastern
knew how to defeat SEMO after
they beat the Otahkians in the first
game of October. The Panthers
beat SEMO on that day in four
sets; Eastern won the last three
sets after losing the first.
But the Panthers could not

duplicate what they did in the previous game against SEMO on
thursday, and in losing they
dropped to three games below the
.500 mark in the OVC with seven
games remaining.
Eastern began a three game
road trip against SEMO on
Thursday, and still have to play
Tennessee State and Loyola
(Chicago) before the team returns
to Lantz Arena to play Morehead
State.

FOOTBALL

While Eastern’s season high hitting percentage was .260, the
Otahkians proved their superiority against the Panthers with a .312
hitting percentage.
SEMO also had fewer errors in
more attempts than Eastern did.
Eastern only had one player,
Gerth, who reached double figures
in kills while the Otahkians had
three players have double figures
in kills.
S E E V O L L E Y ◆ Page 11A

X-COUNTRY

Men try
for fourth
straight
OVC title
Women look for second
title in three years

◆

By Julie Bourque
S TA F F W R I T E R

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Freshman wide receiver Ryan Voss carries the ball while dragging Tennessee-Martin centerback Rayvon Sims Saturday afternoon at O’Brien Stadium.

Panther slip up means no OVC title
matically eliminated from playoff contention.

By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Offense:
Homecoming has come one week later for
John Carr as the Eastern offensive coordinator
will return to his old stomping ground in
Nashville with his Panthers trying to upset Ohio
Valley Conference power Tennessee State
Saturday night.
Carr was the offensive coordinator for the
Tigers the past three seasons before moving
north to Charleston. Carr could be involved in
spoiling Tennessee State’s hopes of qualifying
for the I-AA playoffs with an upset win at
Adelphia Stadium.
“We’re certainly going down there with more
confidence after two straight wins,” Eastern
head coach Bob Spoo said.
In this survival game, the winner will go on to
challenge for the OVC title in the last month of
the season, but the loser will be nearly mathe-

WOMEN’S

If there was one word to describe the
Panther’s offense this season, it could be controversy. During the first quarter of the season,
the question was who should start at quarterback and just as soon as they got the signal
caller question solved with Andrew Harris
under center and having success, the debate
has turned to tailback.
Starting tailback Andre Raymond had been
struggling through his worst season in recent
years before he went on the injured list with a
foot injury. Raymond was replaced by red-shirt
freshman Vincent Webb, who rushed for 206
yards on 30 carries against Tennessee Martin
last week.
“Vincent Webb has made the most of his
opportunities this season,” Spoo said. “He fights
for every yard and the team has responded to

his toughness.”
Tennessee State is led by tailback and Walter
Payton Award candidate Charles Anthony, who
is eighth in the nation in rushing at nearly 131
yards per game.
“Charles is just having an excellent season
but we like to think we have more than him on
offense,” Tigers head coach James Reese said.
One of those other options is quarterback
Bryson Rosser who does more than hand the
ball off to Anthony. Rosser proved that fact by
throwing for 271 yards and four touchdowns.

Advantage: Tennessee State

Defense:
The most interesting question is which player with defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni
point to and say he will be the player of the
game.
SEE HOMECOMING
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SOCCER

One win from hosting OVC’s
By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR

With a win against Austin Peay
and a Samford tie or loss, the
Eastern women’s soccer team
will have to go no further than
Lakeside Field to earn a spot in
its third consecutive NCAA
Women’s College Cup.
Eastern hosts Austin Peay at 2
p.m. Friday at Lakeside Field for

its last Ohio Valley Conference
regular season game with hopes
of winning the conference
crown.
If the Panthers can pick up an
expected win against the 1-6
Governors, they will be waiting
to see the outcome of the
Jacksonville
State
versus
Samford game, which is later
that night.
“I imagine around 9 or 9:30 I

might be checking in,” Eastern
coach Steve Ballard said.
But Austin Peay must come
first. The Panthers have had
their fair share of scares from
opponents Ballard said they
should be able to beat.
“One of our difficulties on this
team is teams we expect to beat,
we haven’t played well against,”
Ballard said.
SEE HOME FIELD

◆ Page 11A

Who will host the
OVC Tournament?

5-0-2, 17 pts

6-1-0, 18 pts

Eastern
Illinois

Samford
University

9-5-4 overall
11-4-3 overall
Weekend games
Eastern Illinois versus Austin Peay
Samford at Jacksonville State

The Ohio Valley Conference
Championships Saturday will prove
to be a tight race for both the men
and women cross country teams.
With Eastern Kentucky, Samford
and Southeast Missouri having
well-balanced teams, both Eastern
cross country teams will be relying
on their back pack of runners to
close the gap between the first and
fourth runner.
The Eastern men will try to win
their fourth consecutive OVC title
while the women will go for their
second title in three years.
Coach John McInerney said each
race will be a “one or two point
affair.” Every team in the conference has two or three consistent top
runners, and, for each team,
McInerney believes it will be up to
the fourth, fifth and sixth runners
to win the championship for its
team.
Every team always wants a
championship, but placing high
isn’t the focus of either Eastern
teams this week, McInerney.
McInerney said the men are
focused on just resting, relaxing
and having fresh legs for Saturday.
As far as the mens training, senior Jeff Jonaitis said the men are
going through basic the same routine they’ve gone through all season. The only exception is the workouts this week are shorter, quicker
and focused on speed.
“Yeah, we’re basically keeping
our same routines,” Jonaitis said.
“EKU and Samford are just as
tough as other competition we’ve
already faced this year.”
The men’s conference team will
consist of a majority of younger
runners. Jonaitis and his fellow seniors Kevin Atkins and Jackson
Johnson will be accompanied by
junior Mike Begich, and sophomores Dave Carlson, Scott
McNamer, Jacob Stout and Dan
Strackeljahn.
Angie Simone, one of the backbones to the women’s team, said the
Panthers’ main focus is running
their best.
“As long as we run our best, we
won’t have any regrets,” Simone
said.
The women are not expected to
finish as well as the men, but
they’re going in with an attitude
that they can place just as high.
“The women are pretty set on
going there and doing everything in
their power to win it” McInerney
said.
SEE TITLE
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